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Abstract— Effectiveness of cutting is measured by the
ability to achieve material fracture with smooth knife
movements. The work performed by the knife overcomes
the material toughness, acts against the blade-material
friction, and generates shape deformation. This paper
studies how to control a 2-DOF robotic arm equipped
with a force/torque sensor to cut through an object in a
sequence of three moves: press, push, and slice. For each
move, a separate control strategy in the Cartesian space
is designed to incorporate contact and/or force constraints
while following some prescribed trajectory. Experiments
conducted over several types of natural foods have demonstrated smooth motions like would be commanded by a
human hand.

I. INTRODUCTION
Automation of kitchen skills is an important part
of home robotics, and also one of the ultimate tests
for robots to achieve human-like dexterity. Despite its
significance and appeal, until today robotic kitchen assistance has been limited to dish washing and sorting, and
to cooking of food items prepared by human. The Moley
Robotic Kitchen [1], the world’s first of its kind, only
memorizes and replicates exact movements of a human
chef. Meanwhile, in factory settings, robotic systems are
specialized for one type of task, whether cutting meat,
deboning, or butchering chicken.
Cutting skills such as chop, slice, and dice are mostly
beyond the reach of today’s robots. Technical challenges
come not just from manipulation of soft and irregularlyshaped objects, but more from doing so while fracture is
happening. The latter requires planning and force control
based on reliable modeling of an object’s deformation
and fracture as it is being cut. The knife’s movement
needs to be adjusted to progress in terms of material
fracture. Its trajectory may need to be replanned in the
case of an unforeseesable situation (e.g., appearance of
a bone).
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Cutting is a process during which the knife needs
to respond to reaction forces due to different sources
(fracture, friction, contact) that are exerted by the material throughout the action and also by the cutting board
for some period of time. Although the goal is steady
progress leading to complete separation of the material,
changing contacts, kinematics, and path constraints require different periods of cutting to carry specific control
objectives. In this paper, we will accordingly present a
sequence of hybrid controls to ensure the completion.
II. RELATED WORK
Fracture mechanics [2] builds on a balance between
the work done by cutting and the total amount spent
for crack propagation, transformed into other energy
forms (strain, kinetic, chemical, etc.), and dissipated by
friction. Methods for measuring fracture toughness were
surveyed for ductile materials [23] and presented for live
tissue [3]. A “slice/push ratio” was introduced in [4] to
quantitatively characterize the dramatic decrease in the
cutting force when the knife is “pressing and slicing”.
By incorporating this ratio, the cutting force and torque
could be obtained via an integration along the edge of
the blade [5]. This method is also used in our paper. We
refer to [6] for a survey on mechanics and modeling of
cutting biological materials.
In surgical training, realistic haptic display of soft
tissue cutting is quite important. A haptic model for
scissor cutting of animal tissue was created [7]. Other
efforts were on modeling of soft tissue deformation
prior to fracture for haptic display [8], as well as on
understanding the mechanics of needle insertion into soft
tissue [9]. Most approaches in this area tended to be
empirical.
Robotic cutting has been investigated in a number of
ways: adaptive control based on position and velocity
history to learn applied force [10], adapative force
tracking via impedance control [11], visual servoing
coupled with force control [12], and cooperation of
a cutting robot for trajectory following and a pulling
robot under impedance control [13]. Stress and fracture
force analyses, supported by simulation and experiment,
were performed on robotic cutting of bio-materials,
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while accounting for factors such as blade sharpness and
slicing angle [14], [15], [16].
Force control [17] is the default for robustly dealing
with modeling and position errors in contact tasks.
Impedance control [18] adjusts contact force from a
motion deviation like an intended mass-spring-damper.
Cutting, nevertheless, intends to fracture the object
rather than exhibit certain impedance to it. Keeping the
knife orientation during cutting reduces to control of a
constrained manipulator [19, pp. 202-203]. To deal with
contact constraints, controls of force and position are
more effectively conducted in the workspace [20] using
a reduced set of coordinates [21, pp. 501-510]. Hybrid
force/position control [22] is a natural choice when the
knife is slicing through an object while maintaining
contact with the cutting board.
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Geometry and mechanics of cutting.

Let v k be the velocity of the knife point k, and ω
the knife’s angular velocity. Consider an infinitesimal
element of length dsβ on the knife’s edge starting at
u ∈ [u1 , u2 ] (see Fig. 1). The element may or may not
be cutting into the object under the knife’s rotation. We
first suppose that it is cutting. Then the element receives
a force df from the object:

III. MECHANICS OF CUTTING
In this paper, a vector is represented by a lowercase
letter in bold, e.g, a = (ax , ay )T , with its x- and ycoordinates denoted by the same (non-bold) letter with
subscripts x and y, respectively. A unit vector has a
hat, e.g., â = a/∥a∥. The cross product a × b of two
vectors a and b is treated as a scalar. The dot ‘˙’ is used
for differentiation with respect to time.
As shown in Fig. 1, cutting takes place in the vertical
x-y plane (the world frame) located at o on the cutting
board. From now on, all vectors will be described in
this frame by default unless specifically mentioned. The
knife’s blade remains in the x-y plane during cutting.
Attached to the knife point k is a local frame x′ -y ′ ,
called the knife frame, which is rotated through an angle
θk from the world frame.
In the knife frame, the knife’s edge and spine are
described by two curves β k (u) and γ k (w), respectively,
such that β k (0) and γ k (0) coincide with k. In the world
frame, the edge and spine are described by the following
two curves:
β(u) = (βx , βy )T = k + R(θk )β k (u),
γ(w) = k + R(θk )γ k (w),

w1
Φ
x′ r3
n̂β
r4

df = df C + df U + df F ,
where the work done by −df C yields new fracture
in the object, that by −df U causes an increase (or
decrease) in the object’s strain energy, and that by −df F
is dissipated (through
) friction. The element’s velocity
ky
ν = v k + ω −β
opposes each of df C , df F , and
βkx
df U .
Some foods like potatoes and yams barely deform
during cutting. In this paper, we will relieve ourselves
from deformable modeling with a second assumption:
(A2) The material being cut has negligible deformation.
Under the assumption, the force df U = 0.
The force −df C exerted by the edge element generates an area of fracture that is a parallelogram illustrated
on the lower right in Fig. 1. Its four sides are parallel
to either the edge tangent t̂β or the velocity ν. Since
the object does not deform, we let the curve σ(r)
describe its non-varying cross section intersected by the
x-y plane. The knife’s edge intersects the curve at σ(r4 )
and σ(r1 ) from left to right. Clearly, β(u1 ) = σ(r4 ) and
β(u2 ) = σ(r1 ). The segments β[u1 , u2 ] and σ[r1 , r4 ]
enclose the fracture region Φ.
When a section of the spine γ[w1 , w2 ] is inside the
cross section, it is bounded by σ(r3 ) and σ(r2 ) such that
γ(w1 ) = σ(r3 ) and γ(w2 ) = σ(r2 ). The four segments
β[u1 , u2 ], σ[r1 , r2 ], γ[w1 , w2 ], and σ[r3 , r4 ] bound the
contact region Φ̄, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Let n̂β be the unit normal of the knife’s edge at β(u).
Denote by κ the material’s fracture toughness1 . We have

(1)
(2)

where R(θk ) is the rotation matrix for the knife.
At the start of cutting (time t = 0), the edge contacts
the object at a single point. Later on, it intersects the
object at a section of β(u) over the interval [u1 , u2 ],
u1 ≤ u2 . The section, shown in Fig. 1, is also denoted
β[u1 , u2 ]. A section of the spine γ over, say, [w1 , w2 ],
may also be inside the object.
Given the slow cutting speed, it is common to ignore
dynamic effects by making the assumption below.
(A1) The action of cutting is quasi-static.
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Besides causing fracture and overcoming friction, the
arm needs to balance the knife’s gravitational force
and its resulting torque. The wrench (force and torque)
exerted at a due to cutting, friction, and knife gravity is
(
)
f C + f F − mk gŷ
wa =
,
(7)
τC + τF − mk g(ck − a) × ŷ
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x′
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′′
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where mk is the knife’s mass, ck the location of its
center of mass, g > 0 the gravitational acceleration, and
T
ŷ = ((0, 1))T . Denote θ
(cos=θa(θ
) 1 , θ2 ) , θa = θ1 + θ2 ,
cos θ1
(−df C · ν̂)ds = −κ(ν̂ · n̂β )dsdsβ , which leads to
l̂1 = sin θ1 , and l̂2 = sin θa . The Jacobian for a is a
( (
3 × 2 matrix:
)T )
dβy dβx
(
)
df C = κ(ν̂·n̂β )ν̂ dsβ = κ ν̂ · −
,
ν̂ du.
∂ l1 l̂1 + l2 l̂2
du du
Ja =
(8)
∂θ
θa
If the edge element is not cutting into the object, then
T
T
df C = 0. To combine the two situations, we introduce such that (ȧ , θ̇a ) = J θ̇.
The arm dynamics assume the following form:
ϵ(u) which takes on the value 1 if the element at β(u)
is cutting, and the value 0 otherwise.
JaT wa + τ = M (θ)θ̈ + C(θ, θ̇)θ̇ + V (θ), (9)
Integration over the segment S = β[u1 , u2 ] yields the
total force f C contributing to fracture:
where τ is the joint torque vector, M (θ) is the arm’s
∫
2 × 2 mass matrix, C(θ, θ̇)θ̇ includes the Coriolis and
fC =
ϵ(u) df C .
(3) centrifugal terms, and V (θ) is the gravity term.
Fig. 2.

Pressing by translating the knife downward.
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V. THREE-PHASE CONTROLS

The knife is rigidly attached to a robotic arm’s free
end a,2 which receives a torque exerted by the object:
∫
τC =
(β(u) − a) × df C .
(4)

Cutting of an object proceeds in three phases. The first
phase is pressing, during which the arm translates the
knife downward until its edge touches the cutting board.
The second (transitional) phase is pushing during which
the arm continues pressing the knife downward until the
contact force reaches a desired level. The third phase is
slicing during which the arm translates and rotates the
knife to move its contact point with the cutting board
across the object’s bottom segment pl pr in the cutting
plane. The object is then split into two parts.

S

Coulomb friction exists in the contact region Φ̄, on
both sides of the blade. Let P be the pressure distrubition and µ the coefficient of friction. Denote by v̂(x, y)
the direction of the velocity of an area element at (x, y)T
inside the contact region Φ̄. The force and torque at the
open end a due to friction are given below:
∫∫
f F = −2µP
v̂ dxdy,
(5)
)
∫ ∫Φ̄ (( )
x
τF = −2µP
− a × v̂ dxdy. (6)
y
Φ̄

A. Pressing
In the pressing phase, the arm frame’s orientation is
kept at some constant angle ϕ so the knife does not
rotate, that is,

Given the knife’s pose (k, θk ) the wrenches (f C , τC )
and (f F , τF ) can be evaluated.

h(θ) ≡ ϕ − (θ1 + θ2 ) = 0.

(10)

Under the above constraint, the arm’s free end is at
( )
(
)
(
)
xa
cos θ1
cos ϕ
a=
= l1
+ l2
.
(11)
ya
sin θ1
sin ϕ

IV. ARM DYNAMICS FOR CUTTING
As shown in Fig. 2, the robotic arm has two links
of lengths l1 and l2 moving in the x-y plane, The
corresponding two joint angles are denoted by θ1 and
θ2 . The arm’s base is located at b. At its free end a is
attached a frame x′′ -y ′′ referred to as the arm frame.

Hence, a moves along a circular arc pamaterized in ya .
We can choose ya as the new coordinate with
θ = θ(ya ) defined by (10). The Jacobian for
this coordinate transformation is La = ∂θ/∂ya =
(dθ1 /dya , −dθ1 /dya )T , where dθ1 /dya is obtained

2 A force/torque (F/T) sensor is located at the open end and regarded
as part of the arm’s last link.
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from differentiating the second equation in (11). Substituting θ̇ = La ẏa and θ̈ = L̇a ẏa + La ÿa into (9), we
rewrite the dynamics in the Cartesian space:

through the object, the knife needs to maintain some
force on the board. Since the knife’s edge is very sharp,
it is reasonable to make a third assumption:
(A3) No contact friction exists between the knife’s edge
and the cutting board.
We employ a different controller to regulate the upward contact force, represented by a scalar fy (equivalently, the downward force −fy exerted by the knife
on the board), at some constant value fd . Due to this
contact force, the dynamics have changed from (12) to

τ = M La ÿa + Na ,

τ = M La ÿ + Na − JcT (0, fy )T ,

fy
y
x

c

o

Fig. 3.
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Establishing contact with the cutting board.

(12)

where Na = (M L̇a + CLa )ẏa + V − JaT wa includes
the Coriolis, centrifugal, and gravity effects, and the
external wrench wa (directly measured by the F/T
sensor). Evaluation of L̇a will utilize the time derivative
of dθ1 /dya .
We intend to realize some desired trajectory yd (t)
for ya . At time t = 0, the knife’s edge makes contact
with the object at yd (0) = y0 , which can be determined
from the initial configuration. We also set ȳ1 to a value
of ya at which the lowest point on the knife’s edge is
slightly into the cutting board. Then, we let yd (t̄1 ) = ȳ1
at time t̄1 > 0. Construct yd (t) based on the values of
yd (0) and yd (t̄1 ), along with the conditions ẏd (0) = 0
and ẏd (t̄1 ) = 0. The last condition intends to minimize
the impact between the knife and the cutting board.
Let ye = yd −ya be the position error. We use a hybrid
strategy with PID controls over both position and force:
(
)
∫
τ = M La ÿd + kv ẏe + kp ye + ki ye dt +Na +Fa .

where Jc = ∂β/∂θ is the Jacobian of the contact
force (0, fy )T . For this phase, we employ a controller
modified over (13):
τ = Na + Fa + Fc ,
(14)
(
)
T
∫
where Fc = −JcT 0, fd + k̄f d f˙e + k̄f i fe dt . Since
yd stays at zero and ye is very close to zero after contact
establishment, the first term in (13) for position control
is negligible and not included in (14). The force error
dynamics, simplified below, will drive fe to zero:
∫
fe + k̄f d f˙e + k̄f i fe dt = 0.
(15)
The sensor reading combines the wrench wa at the
arm’s free end a due to cutting as well as the wrench
at the knife-board contact c. The value of fy can be
calculated using the value of wa from modeling. Its
derivative needed for applying (14) can be estimated
from a curve fit to a sequence of previous values of fy .

(13)
∫
where Fa = (h+kf d ḣ+kf i h dt)∇hT is a generalized
constraint force that performs no work but acts against
any deviation of h(θ) from zero, i.e., any rotation of
the knife. Equate (13) with (12), and then multiply both
sides of the resulting closed-loop dynamics with LTa by
making use of LTa ∇hT = (∇hLa )T = 0 (which follows
from differentiating h(θ) = 0). This yields the position
error dynamics:
∫
ÿe + kv ẏe + kp ye + ki ye dt = 0,

C. Slicing
When the contact force fy approaches fd at some
time t2 , the knife begins to slide rightward on the table
to split the object. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Let φ
be the angle of rotation from the arm frame x′′ -y ′′ to
the knife frame x′ -y ′ . The knife undergoes a rotation of
θk = θ1 + θ2 + φ from the world frame. Its point is at
k = b + l1 l̂1 + l2 l̂2 + R(θa )k′′ , where k′′ is its (fixed)
position in the arm frame.
It follows from (1) that the moving edge curve β
depends on θk , and therefore on θ. We write β as
β(θ, u), with the value of u locating the instantaneous
point c of contact. This point is also at (xc , 0)T . Thus,

where the gains kv , kp , ki are properly selected.
B. Pushing

βx
βy

Pressing ends at time t1 with detection of contact
between the knife’s edge and the cutting board from a
sudden increase in the force reading by the F/T sensor.
The point of contact c = (xc , yc )T can be made to
lie initially to the left endpoint pl (see Fig. 3). To cut

= xc ,
= 0.

(16)
(17)

Meanwhile, c is the lowest point on β, yielding
∂βy
= 0.
∂u
4

(18)

θ2

dynamics are obtained as
ẍe + k̄v ẋe + k̄p xe + k̄i

x′′

y

y
o

y

while the force error dynamics are from (15).
We can obtain the normal contact force on the cutting
board from the sensor reading (of the total wrench) and
an estimate of wa due to cutting and object friction
through modeling.

x′
c, β(u)

Fig. 4.
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Slicing along the cutting board.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
Fig. 5 shows the experiment setup. The arm used for
cutting was a 4-DOF Whole Arm Manipulator (WAM)
from Barrett Technology, LLC. Its joints 1 and 3 were
fixed so the robot effectively had two DOFs. We derived
the arm dynamics (9) according to the arm specifications3 . A 6-axis force/torque sensor (Delta IP65) from
ATI Industrial Automation was mounted on the endeffector of the robot arm.

Equations (16)–(18) define θ1 , θ2 , and u as functions
of xc . Given xc , we can solve for θ1 , θ2 , and u
using Newton’s method or the homotopy continuation
method [24].
Meanwhile, equations (17) and (18) together define a
curve θ(u) = (θ1 (u), θ2 (u))T in the joint space, which
ensures the knife to stay in contact with the table as
it moves. This curve has an implicit form ρ(θ) = 0.
Such constraint allows us to introduce a new coordinate,
conveniently, xc to replace θ, since the rest of cutting
reduces to moving the point (xc , 0)T from pl to pr .
The Jacobian for the coordinate transformation is
Lc = dθ/dxc . This derivative, along with du/dxc , can
be solved from the three linear equations generated from
differentiating (16)–(18) with respect to xc .
The dynamics are now described by
τ = M Lc ẍc + Nc − JcT (0, fy )T .

Fig. 5.

(19)

Experiment setup.

To model a kitchen knife, we placed it on a sheet of
paper, and drew the contour of its blade. The knife’s
edge β k (u) was reconstructed in the knife frame x′ -y ′
with u be the x′ -coordinate. Then fit a polynomial curve
βky to the y ′ -coordinates of the measured points on
the edge. Similarly, the knife’s spine was reconstructed
through fitting as the polynomial curve γ k (w) =
(w, γky (w))T with w identified with x′ .
Potatoes and onions were used in the experiment. In
a trial, half of a potato or onion (cut using the human
hand) was placed on a table with its flat face down, as
shown in Fig. 5.4 We used a Microsoft Kinect sensor to
obtain points on the surface of the object, and fit over
those “close enough” to the cutting plane to construct
the contour σ(r), where r is the x-coordinate in the
world frame.
The coefficients of friction between the knife and the
cross section of the onion and the potato were measured

where Nc = (M L̇c + CLc )ẋ + V − JaT wa . To evaluate
L̇c = (d2 θ/dx2c )ẋc , we obtain d2 θi /dx2c , i = 1, 2, along
with d2 u/dx2c from differentiating (17) and (18) twice,
utilizing the earlier obtained first derivatives of θ and u.
Let xd (t) be some desired time trajectory of xc with
constant speed (hence ẍd = 0). Let xe (t) = xd − xc
be the position error of the contact point c. The desired
constant normal force on the table is still −fd , so is the
force error fe = fd − fy . We apply a third control law:
(
)
∫
τ = M Lc k̄v ẋe + k̄p xe + k̄i xe dt + Nc + Fc ,
(20)
where Fc was introduced in Section
V-B
()
We can establish that LTC JCT 01 = (0, 1)JC LC = 0
by showing that the latter product is a multiple of
(∂βy /∂θ) · (dθ/du), which can be proved to be zero
from differentiating (17) with respect to u, with θ1 and
θ2 treated as its functions, and then substituting (18).
The identity allows us to multiply LT with both sides of
the closed loop dynamics from combining (19) and (20)
to get rid of the force control term. The position error

3 http://web.barrett.com/support/WAM Document
action/WAM InertialSpecifications AC-02.pdf
4 During cutting, we stabilized the object by pressing it with a piece
of wood.
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Fig. 6. Results for onion cutting. Trajectories of the (a) arm’s free end a and contact point c, (b) sum of the two joint angles, (c) force
f s = (fSx , fSy )T exerted on the knife as obtained from sensor readings, modeled fracture force f C = (fCx , fCy )T , and modeled frictional
force f F = (fF x , fF y )T , and (d) contact force between the knife and cutting board in the y-direction.

to be 0.477 and 0.7, respectively. To measure the fracture
toughness and pressure distribution, we let the robot
move the knife to cut into each object and then lift it
up with constant low speed. The pressure distribution
was obtained from the measurement of the F/T sensor
and contact area in the lifting phase and the fracture
toughness was calculated after subtracting the frictional
force from the sensor reading of the cutting phase. The
calculated values of pressure distribution were 2900 and
2000, of fracture toughness were 675 and 200 for the
onion and potato, respectively. Controller gains were
chosen based on earlier trials.
Low-pass filter was applied in the transitions among
the three phases of cutting to avoid a sudden change
of the commanded torque which could cause undesired
oscillations of the arm.
Fig. 6 shows the experimental results from cutting
an onion. Each of (a)–(d) illustrates all three phases of
cutting. In (a), the ordinate ya of the arm’s free end
follows the desired trajectory yd during pressing, and
the abscissa xc of the knife-board contact follows the
desired trajectory xd . In (b), the orientation θ1 +θ2 of the
arm frame (hence that of the knife) stays almost constant
in the first two phases, but increases in the third phase.
In (c), the modeled frictional force f F and fracture force
f C add up close to the sensed force f S in the pressing
phase, except every time the knife enters a new layer
in the onion. In the slicing phase, the modeled force
in the y-direction is very small, since every point on
the knife is moving almost in the x-direction. In (d), a
sudden change in the contact force has been caused by
a large gap between the desired force and actual force.
The contact force converges quickly to the desired value
and varies within a small range.
Convergence to the desired knife motions were also
observed in potato cutting. An instance is shown in

Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Results for potato cutting. Trajectories of the (a) arm’s free
end a and contact point c, and (b) contact force between the knife
and cutting board in the y-direction.

VII. FUTURE WORK
Our next step will be on cutting of objects that will
undergo visible deformations. A vision system will be
used for tracking the object’s shape but not its strain
energy. For planning of cutting motion and real-time
plan adjustment, it is very important to have reliable
predictions of fracture and strain energy along a cutting
trajectory. Accurately enough deformable modeling will
allow tracking of the areas of fracture and contact.
Though fracture modeling remains very challenging,
there is room for inaccuracies which we hope can be
compensated with force sensing and improved knife
control strategies.
We would also like to use another robotic hand to
pick up soft and leafy objects, and stabilize them during
the cutting. A challenge would be its coordination with
the arm that performs the cutting. Later on, we will
look into issues of planning trajectories to implement
different knife skills including chop, slice, and dice.
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